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Welcome to the
Hall of
Remembrance

These fixtures came with us
when the congregation moved
to 4900 Briarhaven Road in
August 2000.
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Welcome to the Hall of Remembrance, which showcases
artifacts from Beth-El’s past. The decorative gate in front
of the Torahs and the white, Italian marble framing the
ark were moved here from our old Temple at 207 W.
Broadway Avenue (inset on front). The metal gate, with
its sunburst design, the eternal light suspended above it,
and the menorahs that ring the room were designed in
1948 by Hungarian-American architect Erno Fabry. Each
menorah is inscribed in memory of a congregant. The
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board. The glass nameplates
were on stained-glass windows. The memory wall also
incorporates the cornerstones
of the old Temple and a time
capsule for the future.

by David Klass, commemorates
happy occasions. The framed
portrait in the corner features a
collage of images of Rabbi Robert Schur, who served Beth-El
fulltime from 1956 to 1986 and
as rabbi emeritus until his death
in 1994.

